Appeals by the Defendant - Cases where the trial is in the Magistrates Court

START

CROWN COURT APPEAL

HIGH COURT APPEAL - Queens
Bench Division of the High Court

D can appeal on conviction
(found guilty) or sentence. D has a
right to appeal.

D can appeal on a Point of law. D
has a right to appeal.

Can only appeal on sentence if
pleads guilty in Magistrates court.
Can only apply on conviction if
pleads not guilty in Magistrates
court

Trial In
Magistrates
Court

Appeal is heard by 2 Magistrates
and 1 judge only. Case is reheard
in full.
Appeal against Conviction: Court
can find the D not guilty (acquit),
uphold the guilty verdict (stays the
same) or convict the D of a lesser
offence (e.g., ABH lowered to a
charge of assault)
Appeal on Sentence: The court
can increase, decrease or keep
the sentence the same

The Prosecution and the Defence
must both agree what the facts of
the case are and write this down
for the High court to use. There
isn't enough time for High court
judges to hear the case again in
full such as witness evidence. Both
Prosecution and Defence both say
what they think the law should be
in the case. THIS IS AN APPEAL
BY WAY OF CASE STATED.
Appeal is heard by 2/3 High court
judges
Appeal on a Point of Law: The
court decides what the law actually
is in this case. This also becomes
the law for any future case which is
similar.
Based on the High court's
interpretation of the law: Court can
find the D not guilty (acquit),
uphold the guilty verdict (stays the
same), convict the D of a lesser
offence (e.g., ABH lowered to a
charge of assault), or decide the
law and send the case back to the
Magistrates to apply the new law
and decide whether the D is guilty
or not.

THE SUPREME COURT
D can appeal on a Point of law but
only where it of importance to the
public - known as a point of law of
general public importance.
D must be allowed to appeal by
sending his details of the appeal to a
Supreme court judge, who will
decide if he can or not - this is called
seeking leave to appeal.
The Prosecution and the Defence
must both agree what the facts of the
case are and write this down for the
High court to use. There isn't enough
time for Supreme court judges to
hear the case again in full such as
witness evidence. Both Prosecution
and Defence both say what they
think the law should be in the case.
Appeal is heard by 5-9 Supreme
court judges
Appeal on a Point of Law: The court
decides what the law actually is in
this case. This also becomes the law
for any future case which is similar.
Based on the Supreme court's
interpretation of the law: Court can
find the D not guilty (acquit), uphold
the guilty verdict (stays the same),
convict the D of a lesser offence
(e.g., ABH lowered to a charge of
assault), or request a retrial in the
Magistrates Court.
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